BITING INTO
BLACK FOODIE
2018 BRAND EXPERIENCE GUIDE

FOOD & CULTURE
THROUGH A BLACK LENS
In the last decade the food industry has experienced a surge in
interest and popularity unlike ever before. Food related Instagram
accounts number in the millions, though few of the top rated ones
feature the culinary nuances and experiences of AfricanAmerican/Canadian and Afro-Caribbean foodies.
SOCIAL MEDIA

As a media outlet and event brand, BLACK FOODIE's focus is on
exploring, highlighting, and celebrating Black food and Black food
culture around the world. Through engaging social posts, foodinclusive events, and thought-provoking web content, we aim to
change the conversation around Black food and share the
experiences and knowledge of foodies, chefs, restauranteurs, and
industry leaders in our community.

EVENTS

WEB CONTENT

Working with BLACK FOODIE connects your brand to an underserved consumer segment
with significant klout in the social community, and provides a vibrant, diverse, and engaged
audience of savvy young professionals who love food and everything that goes along with it.

WE, THE FOODIES
BLACK FOODIE is the leading media platform and event
brand for African, Caribbean, Southern cuisine in North
America.

40,000

online readers

2,500

email
subscribers

33,000

social media
fans and followers

International recognition
by OKAYAfrica, AfroElle
"Best African Food Site"

Locally, we've become a trusted guide for tourists and
Torontonians looking to explore African and Caribbean
cuisine and the city's best restaurants.
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Our audience is opinionated, engaged, and eager to interact with our partners on social
media. In post-event surveys, 2 out of 3 respondents said they would be likely to patronize a
business associated with BLACK FOODIE. As a corporate sponsor you'll benefit from the
online interaction generated by our social channel to help build lasting consumer
relationships, brand recognition, and loyalty.
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OUR FANS
LOCATION

GENDER
75% WOMEN

25% MEN

TORONTO

MONTREAL

NEW YORK
WASHINGTON

ATLANTA
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With a range of careers and ages, our fans
provide a diverse network of young and
mature professionals available for product
and/or service testing through sponsored
collaboration. Pre-empt social trends, build
a loyal following, or align your brand with a
specific lifestyle; the opportunities are
endless when you work with BLACK
FOODIE.

18-24
14%

35-44
24%

AGE
GROUP

25-34
60%

OUR FANS

MILLENIAL
FOODIES

EXPERIENCED
GOURMANDS

SOCIAL MEDIA
INFLUENCERS

-Aged 25-34, highly engaged
-Seeking unique experiences
to share on social media

-Aged 35-40, nouveau riche
-Seeking upscale events to
experience with friends

-Experts in their communities
-Actively promote brands
they love online

OUR FANS

PURCHASING
POWER

PROFESSIONAL
BACKGROUND

CULTURAL
PRIDE

- Discerning buyers with
high-end aspirations
- Readily pay for upscale
experiences to raise social klout

- Over 80% hold a
Bachelor's degree
- 15% have, or are pursuing a
graduate degree

- Positively respond to brands
acknowledging cultural diversity
- Majority are first-generation
Canadians/Americans

STRATEGIC MEDIA
PARTNERSHIPS
To date, our online articles and print features on African and Caribbean cuisine and culture
have reached over 3.6MM readers, 1MM video views, and 5600 shares through online news
outlets and on social media. As a collaborator, you'll reap the benefit of our social status and media
relationships through carefully crafted and promoted events.

SOCIAL INFLUENCER
RELATIONSHIPS
As a niche digital platform, we've built strong relationships with journalists and online influencers
in the food and lifestyle spheres. These connections at events and through featured content have
created offline revenue, brand loyalty, and increased interest and engagement in our corporate
sponsors within and outside of the growing BLACK FOODIE community.

ROBLÉ ALI,
@CHEFROBLE

RYAN HINKSON,
@EATFAMOUS

JUMOKE JACKSON,
@MRFOODTASTIC

CELEBRITY CHEF &

INFLUENCER & BRAND
CONSULTANT

CELEBRITY CHEF &
INFLUENCER

MEDIA PERSONALITY

231K SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

261K SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

37K SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

BLACK FOODIE PROPERTIES

EXPERIENTIAL
MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES
Maximize the reach of your
investment through access to
several unique Millennial
communities

TOURS

BLACK FOODIE Tours present an excellent opportunity to maximize the reach of
your investment through a multi-city event. Tour sponsorship includes branded
promotions in the lead up to each tour stop, and can include product giveaways
and demonstrations at each stop as desired.

SERIES

BLACK FOODIE Series are recurring social events that can help strengthen your
brand's recognition and recall on a seasonal basis. They provide an opportunity
for foodies to kick back and relax with friends at upscale events featuring a
sophisticated vibe and haute cuisine.

SOLITARY EVENTS

BLACK FOODIE Events are standalone culinary celebrations that highlight
specific cultural traditions. They provide unique opportunities to harness the
power of a single evening to get up close and personal with the BLACK FOODIE
community.

AVAILABLE TOURS
The INJERA + CHILL World Tour takes the excitement of
Ethiopian/Eritrean cuisine and culture across North America, through a
series of food-inclusive day parties beginning in Toronto, ON and
making stops in Washington, D.C; Atlanta, GA and San Francisco, CA.

Projected start: MAY 2018

AVAILABLE SERIES

Rhythm N Brunch marries the smooth energy of classic R&B with a
unique Afro-Caribbean/Southern brunch menu. Breaking the tradition
of mom-and-pop takeout shops, Rhythm N Brunch is a toast to tradition
and innovation, and a perfect fit for heritage brands looking to entice
new audiences.

Garnish adds a dash of la bourgeoisie and a good helping of celebrity
culture to our only private dinner series. The series features a celebrity
chef preparing and serving a multi-course meal in an intimate setting
over drinks and light conversation. Created with the gourmand in mind,
it's an excellent opportunity to introduce your organization to the luxuryloving foodie.

AVAILABLE EVENTS
JOLLOF WARS recreates a multinational African food feud
through an energetic, day party-competition that includes taste
tests, audience voting and live cooking demonstrations of jollof
rice. Connect with a highly engaged group of young West
African professionals and show your support of diversity in the
city.

DOUBLES VS PATTIES celebrates the Caribbean's favourite
snacks at a Tasting Table-styled event. Held in the winter to
coincide with Carnival celebrations in the West Indies, the event
draws a vibrant crowd of Caribbean-Canadians open to
engaging with brands that support families, newcomers, and
diverse communities.

AVAILABLE EVENTS
The (BLACK FOODIE) Summit brings influencers, experts,
journalists, and food enthusiasts together to explore the state of the
culinary world from the consumer's perspective. Through engaging
panel discussions, food-inclusive workshops, and breakout sessions,
The Summit mixes experience, education and innovation to dissect
and discuss food as a social currency, a lifestyle, and a telling cultural
marker.
Welcome to Toronto is the official welcome party for international
guests attending the Caribbean Carnival Parade during the August
Civic holiday weekend. With over 1MM guests flooding the city,
Welcome to Toronto connects parade and party-goers on the Friday,
giving them the scoop on where to eat during the long weekend. It's
the perfect opportunity to introduce fun-seeking Millenials and GenXers to your product, restaurant, or service through sampling,
sponsored food stations, and off-the-wall activations.

HUNGRY FOR MORE?
LET'S CHAT!
For more information contact:

blackfoodie@gmail.com

